
Anterior Knee Pain
Anterior knee pain, or patellofemoral pain, significantly affects active

adults by limiting activities such as climbing stairs, running, and
prolonged sitting. This condition often stems from mechanical issues in

the hip and ankle, not just the knee, highlighting the importance of
treating the body as an interconnected system where each part's

function influences overall health.

Treating patellofemoral pain begins with a holistic
examination of the body's mechanics, emphasizing
the crucial roles of the hip and ankle in contributing
to knee health. Discrepancies in the strength,
flexibility, or control of these areas can disrupt the
balance necessary for smooth knee function. It is a
must to have an approach designed with active
adults in mind, aiming to address the root causes of
pain and dysfunction to facilitate a return to their
active lifestyles without compromise.

Addressing patellofemoral pain effectively
goes beyond traditional methods like

applying heat or cold and taking rest. While
these measures might offer temporary relief,
they do not tackle the underlying mechanical

issues contributing to the pain. A
comprehensive approach focuses on

understanding the crucial roles of the hip and
ankle in maintaining knee health. Imbalances

or weaknesses in these areas can disrupt
knee function, highlighting the need for a

treatment plan that encompasses the entire
body's mechanics.
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Take the first step towards regaining yourTake the first step towards regaining your
active lifestyle with Auto-Ness Physicalactive lifestyle with Auto-Ness Physical

Therapy. Reach out to us at Therapy. Reach out to us at 858-324-5537858-324-5537
or visit or visit Autonesspt.comAutonesspt.com. Join us on your. Join us on your

journey to holistic health and activejourney to holistic health and active
living, backed by a body that’s resilient,living, backed by a body that’s resilient,
balanced, and fully equipped for life’sbalanced, and fully equipped for life’s

adventures.adventures.

For active individuals, a holistic recovery strategy is paramount, one that
includes targeted stretches to improve flexibility, strengthening exercises
for muscle control, and proprioceptive training to enhance balance. These

techniques are meant to integrate into daily routines, supporting active
lifestyles rather than hindering them. By focusing on the kinetic chain and
improving the interaction between the knee, hip, and ankle, the aim is to

restore synchronized movement throughout the body, enabling
individuals to return to their preferred activities with increased vigor and

without pain.
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Building control around your knee through balance exercises isBuilding control around your knee through balance exercises is
particularly beneficial. These exercises promote better synchronicityparticularly beneficial. These exercises promote better synchronicity

between your knee and other joints, enhancing the function of your lowerbetween your knee and other joints, enhancing the function of your lower
limb. This holistic approach not only addresses the immediate discomfortlimb. This holistic approach not only addresses the immediate discomfort
but also works towards a long-term solution, enabling you to return to thebut also works towards a long-term solution, enabling you to return to the

activities you love with renewed strength and freedom from pain.activities you love with renewed strength and freedom from pain.


